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ABSTRACT

State-based testing (SBT) is known as deriving test cases from state machines and examining the dynamic 
behaviour of the system. It helps to identify various types of state-based faults within a system under 
test (SUT). For SBT, test cases are generated from state chart diagrams based on various coverage cri-
teria such as All Transition, Round Trip Path, All Transition Pair, All Transition Pair with length 2, All 
Transition Pair with length 3, All Transition Pair of length 4 and Full Predicate. This article discuses 
a number of coverage criteria at the design level to find out various types of state-based faults in SBT. 
First, the intermediate graph is generated from a state chart diagram using an XML parser. The graph 
is traversed based on the given coverage criteria to generate a sequence of test cases. Then, mutation 
testing and sneak-path testing are applied on the generated test cases to check the effectiveness of the 
generated test suite. These two are common methods for checking the effectiveness of test cases. Mutation 
testing helps in the number of seeded errors covered whereas sneak-path testing basically helps to ex-
amine the unspecified behavior of the system. In round trip path (RTP), it is not possible to cover all 
paths. All transition is not an adequate level of fault detection with more execution time compared to 
all transition pair (ATP) with length 4 (LN4). In the discussion, ATP with LN4 is the best among all 
coverage criteria. SBT can able to detect various state-based faults-incorrect transition, missing transi-
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INTRODUCTION

Testing at the early phase of software development life cycle can able to find the ambiguities and incon-
sistencies in the design and hence, design should be enhanced before the program is written (Antonio 
et al., 2002; Sundararajan et al., 2017). Research is going on state-based testing (SBT) to find effective 
test cases and to minimize cost of the test suite (Agrawal et al., 1989; Holt et al., 2014). For this, Uni-
fied Modeling Language (UML) diagrams are used to generate test cases. Initially testers were going 
for traditional testing, which is also known as code coverage testing. But, state-based coverage cannot 
be achieved in code-based testing (Binder, 2000). To achieve this, tester generates test scenarios from 
the state chart diagrams and then test cases are generated from these scenarios. Test cases are generated 
at design level and coverage analysis is performed from the source code. The diagrams are generated at 
the design stage of development life cycle. Generating test cases based on UML diagrams come under 
Model Based Testing (MBT). It is a better testing approach than code-based testing as it detects the error 
at the early phase which requires less cost to fix it (Chen & Wang, 2014; Dias Neto et al., 2007). MBT 
are conducted for the following reasons:

• To get an abstract model of the system;
• Validate the model;
• Generate and execute test cases;
• Assigning pass/fail verdict;
• Analyzing the execution result;
• When it is not required to model the full system;
• To prevent fault;
• To reduce cost with updating test cases.

Early testing activities make early fault detection (Binder, 2000; Broy et al., 2005) and more and more 
articles are referred to as MBT using state-based testing. In a very recent article, we find in MBT, where 
it elaborates several findings from MBT users in industry, security testing and various MBT challenges 
(Utting et al., 2016). Utting and Legeard (Briand & Labiche, 2001) have proposed a SBT technique to 
design black box testing. State-based testing is primarily considered as a black box testing to generate 
test cases (Briand & Labiche, 2001).

A test case is a document, which has a set of test data, expected results with preconditions and post 
conditions. Test case is a particular test scenario in order to verify action against a specific requirement. 
There are different types of software faults that can be found in different ways (y Hernández & Marsden, 
2017). A set of test cases is called a test suite. To examine the effectiveness of the test suit, tester goes 
for the mutation testing and sneak-path testing. Mutation testing technique is applied on the generated 
test suite to measure its efficiency. In mutation testing, a faulty version of a software system is generated 
by introducing some mutant in the software, which is known as mutant operators (Chen & Wang, 2014). 

tion, missing or incorrect event, missing or incorrect action, extra missing or corrupt state, which are 
difficult to detect in code-based testing. Most of these state-based faults can be avoided, if the testing is 
conducted at the early phase of design.
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